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1. Introduction
This is the official specification of the CAS 1.0 and 2.0 protocols. It is subject to change.

1.1. Conventions & Definitions
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD",
"SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be
interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [1].
"Client" refers to the end user and/or the web browser.
"Server" refers to the Central Authentication Service server.
"Service" refers to the application the client is trying to access.
"Back-end service" refers to the application a service is trying to access on behalf of a client.
This can also be referred to as the "target service."
<LF> is a bare line feed (ASCII value 0x0a).

2. CAS URIs
CAS is an HTTP [2,3]-based protocol that requires each of its components to be accessible through
specific URIs. This section will discuss each of the URIs.

2.1. /login as credential requestor
The /login URI operates with two behaviors: as a credential requestor, and as a credential
acceptor. It responds to credentials by acting as a credential acceptor and otherwise acts as a
credential requestor.
If the client has already established a single sign-on session with CAS, the web browser presents
to CAS a secure cookie containing a string identifying a ticket-granting ticket. This cookie is called
the ticket-granting cookie. If the ticket-granting cookie keys to a valid ticket-granting ticket, CAS
may issue a service ticket provided all the other conditions in this specification are met. See
Section 3.6 for more information on ticket-granting cookies.

2.1.1. parameters
The following HTTP request parameters may be passed to /login while it is acting as a credential
requestor. They are all case-sensitive, and they all MUST be handled by /login.
service [OPTIONAL] - the identifier of the application the client is trying to access. In almost
all cases, this will be the URL of the application. Note that as an HTTP request parameter,
this URL value MUST be URL-encoded as described in Section 2.2 of RFC 1738 [4]. If a
service is not specified and a single sign-on session does not yet exist, CAS SHOULD
request credentials from the user to initiate a single sign-on session. If a service is not
specified and a single sign-on session already exists, CAS SHOULD display a message
notifying the client that it is already logged in.
renew [OPTIONAL] - if this parameter is set, single sign-on will be bypassed. In this case,
CAS will require the client to present credentials regardless of the existence of a single
sign-on session with CAS. This parameter is not compatible with the "gateway" parameter.
Services redirecting to the /login URI and login form views posting to the /login URI SHOULD
NOT set both the "renew" and "gateway" request parameters. Behavior is undefined if both
are set. It is RECOMMENDED that CAS implementations ignore the "gateway" parameter if
"renew" is set. It is RECOMMENDED that when the renew parameter is set its value be
"true".
gateway [OPTIONAL] - if this parameter is set, CAS will not ask the client for credentials. If
the client has a pre-existing single sign-on session with CAS, or if a single sign-on session
can be established through non-interactive means (i.e. trust authentication), CAS MAY
redirect the client to the URL specified by the "service" parameter, appending a valid service
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